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GREENLAND EXPLORER CRUISE - IMMACULATE NATURAL WONDERS

IMMACULATE NATURAL WONDERS As your Captain expertly
navigates the sweeping fjords of Greenland, a world-class
expedition team guides you on FREE Zodiac safaris and shore
landings. Explore landscapes of rugged cliffs, immense glaciers
and expansive tundra, keeping an eye out for whales, musk
oxen, ptarmigans and other extraordinary wildlife. Immerse
yourself in Greenland's heritage in the small village of
Ittoqqortoormiit, where you can watch demonstrations of
traditional handicrafts and admire displays of customary local
clothing. Engage and connect with indigenous cultures, learning
about the Inuit peoples who first inhabited Greenland. Trekking
the remote corners of Svalbard - the Wildlife Capital of the Arctic
- you reach unspoiled shores with an astounding splendor that
makes its mark on the spirit. You may come across unexpected
bursts of color throughout the landscape, as the Arctic summer
brings forth a surprising number of wildflowers.

ITINERARY

Day 1 Reykjavik, Iceland

In the southwest of Iceland near Faxafloi Bay lies the capital of
the country, Reykjavik, simultaneously cosmopolitan and
charming. The colorful houses on the horizon create a quaint
scene that will make you want to stay forever. Kaleidoscopic
views await you at the Harpa Concert Hall, a glittering, glass
structure that perfectly exemplifies Iceland's modern design and
will fascinate your inner architect. One of Iceland's most
prominent landmarks is Perlan, originally a group of hot water
tanks that was converted to a building that now hosts an
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exhibition, planetarium, restaurant and observation deck,
located atop Öskjuhlið hill.

Day 2 At Sea

Spend the day on the high seas pampering yourself at the spa
or enjoying some time on deck. Mingle with your fellow explorers
and swap stories of your exploits, making plans for new ones
together once you get to shore

Day 3 Fjords of Greenland - Captain’s Choice

A once-in-a-lifetime adventure is yours to have on the largest
island in the world, Greenland. At the very top of the world, it's
renowned for its vast tundra, immense glaciers and deep fjords.
From an aerial view, the systems link together like the roots of a
massive tree and stretching coastlines are dotted with small
islands. Landscapes include enormous icebergs and glaciers.
Depending on the time of year, you may see polar bears hunt on
the ice.

CAPTAIN'S CHOICE - Captain's Choice ports of call add to the
sense of adventure and an element of surprise. Your ship's
captain will sail around changing weather conditions as needed
and take you to the best areas for wildlife viewing.

Day 4 Ittoqqortoormiit, Greenland

The name "Ittoqqortoormiit" means "Big-House Dwellers" in the
Eastern Greenlandic dialect. Very few visitors make the trek
here, as the winters are long, and the sea is frozen for nine
months of the year. Ittoqqortoormiit is located at Scoresby
Sound and with its side fjord is the largest fjord complex in the
world, as well as the world's longest fjord. Within its borders is
the tallest mountain in the Arctic region, the two-mile-tall
Gunnbjorn Mountain. During early spring, when the sea ice is
still thick, yet the sun is high in the sky, many of the local
people go out for a weekend on dog sledding trips.

Day 5 Exploring Greenland-Captain’s Choice & Fjords of Greenland - Captain’s
Choice

Making possible landings amid Greenland National Park, the
largest in the world, you may find yourself within one of the
country's largest fjord systems. Plentiful with wildlife from
belugas and narwhals to seals, walruses, caribou, musk oxen,
and even possible polar bear sightings, it's a wonderland of
nature. Due to its size and limited accessibility, Greenland
National Park's only residents are personnel from meteorological
stations and the Danish Armed Forces.

CAPTAIN'S CHOICE - Captain's Choice ports of call add to the
sense of adventure and an element of surprise. Your ship's
captain will sail around changing weather conditions as needed
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and take you to the best areas for wildlife viewing.

A once-in-a-lifetime adventure is yours to have on the largest
island in the world, Greenland. At the very top of the world, it's
renowned for its vast tundra, immense glaciers and deep fjords.
From an aerial view, the systems link together like the roots of a
massive tree and stretching coastlines are dotted with small
islands. Landscapes include enormous icebergs and glaciers.
Depending on the time of year, you may see polar bears hunt on
the ice.

CAPTAIN'S CHOICE - Captain's Choice ports of call add to the
sense of adventure and an element of surprise. Your ship's
captain will sail around changing weather conditions as needed
and take you to the best areas for wildlife viewing.

Day 6 Exploring Greenland-Captain’s Choice

Making possible landings amid Greenland National Park, the
largest in the world, you may find yourself within one of the
country's largest fjord systems. Plentiful with wildlife from
belugas and narwhals to seals, walruses, caribou, musk oxen,
and even possible polar bear sightings, it's a wonderland of
nature. Due to its size and limited accessibility, Greenland
National Park's only residents are personnel from meteorological
stations and the Danish Armed Forces.

CAPTAIN'S CHOICE - Captain's Choice ports of call add to the
sense of adventure and an element of surprise. Your ship's

captain will sail around changing weather conditions as needed
and take you to the best areas for wildlife viewing.

Day 7 At Sea

Spend the day on the high seas pampering yourself at the spa
or enjoying some time on deck. Mingle with your fellow explorers
and swap stories of your exploits, making plans for new ones
together once you get to shore

Days 8 - 12 Exploring Svalbard - Captain’s Choice

Even in one of the most isolated regions of the Arctic, there is
still the captivating history of a pioneering past. Our expedition
leaders, along with the captain and onboard pilot, will determine
possible landings each day for all-out explorations. Wildlife
abounds throughout the archipelago of Svalbard, such as
puffins, reindeer, Arctic terns and foxes. An expert photographer
will help you look out for the perfect photo opportunity of these
animals, but especially for the elusive polar bear. As Zodiac
cruises may bring you closer to glaciers, keep your eyes on the
water for whale fins.

CAPTAIN'S CHOICE - Captain's Choice ports of call add to the
sense of adventure and an element of surprise. Your ship's
captain will sail around changing weather conditions as needed
and take you to the best areas for wildlife viewing.
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Day 13 Longyearbyen (Svalbard), Norway

Longyearbyen is in a valley on the shores of the idyllic
Adventfjord, surrounded by steep mountains and several
glaciers. There are only around 25 miles of roads in this village,
which is divided into several neighborhoods, including the town
center and Nybyen (New Town), which consists of charming
miners' barracks constructed after the war, as well as guest
houses, a restaurant and gallery, and not to mention beautiful
views of the landmark mountain, Hiorthfjellet. Be sure to visit the
Svalbard museum as a break between the plethora of activities
like summer dogsledding or cruising to the abandoned Russian
city of Pyramiden

Please note:

Itineraries are subject to change.
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YOUR SHIP: WORLD VOYAGER

YOUR SHIP: World Voyager

VESSEL TYPE: Yacht

LENGTH: 129 m

PASSENGER CAPACITY: 198

BUILT/REFURBISHED: 2022

Experience extraordinary Antarctica to the fullest and in the
shortest amount of time aboard our newest yacht. Spend more
time exploring the Antarctic Peninsula by flying over the Drake
Passage one way and still lay claim to the iconic experience of
sailing the other direction with our options. Or, if you're an
intrepid explorer, you can still conquer the famed Drake Passage
both ways with all Ushuaia Roundtrip expeditions. YOUR
SANCTUARY AT SEA After a day of roaming, venturing and
exploring, indulge in the comfort of a balcony accommodation or
modern suite -- plus accommodations exclusively for solo
travelers. Every room features a spacious bathroom outfitted
with L'OCCITANE amenities, plush bedding designed for
dreaming, flat-screen TVs with state-of-the-art infotainment
systems for downtime and sitting or living areas to unwind. Gaze
at the horizon as you replay the adventures of the day. TASTE
PERFECTION When dining goes beyond simply being a meal and
becomes an experience you look forward to every day, both your
appetite and your soul are satiated. Our onboard dining options
offer extraordinary culinary adventures with globally inspired
gourmet cuisine artfully crafted to awaken your senses one
delectable morsel at a time. From Portuguese soul food alfresco

with an ocean view to breakfast in bed before embarking on
your next endeavors, every detail is taken into careful
consideration to deliver an upscale experience with simple
elegance. ONBOARD LIFE At Atlas Ocean Voyages, we
encourage a holistic approach to life that incorporates mind,
body and spirit. Connect with like-spirited explorers during Apres
Sea and satisfy your curiosity with exceptional guest lecturers to
relish every aspect of a stimulating journey. From appreciating
the dining experience to keeping up an exercise routine while on
holiday to taking time for self-care, we cultivate an atmosphere
of overall well-being in every space on board World Voyager.\
MAKE YOURSELF AT HOME Aboard our intimate, yacht World
Voyager you will find everything you want and need. Including
three decks of spacious and elevated accommodations, various
onboard dining options, spa and sauna amenities, social
spaces for gathering with your fellow travelers and more, World
Voyager has been designed to always deliver relaxed luxury and
highly personalized service. CONSCIOUS NAVIGATION An
innovative hydro-jet propulsion system allows the purpose-built
World Voyager to bring you closer to the environment and
wildlife. The system gives the ship a quieter sound that's less
disruptive to the ecosystem, making for up-close and personal
encounters that leave

you in awe.
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INSIDE YOUR SHIP

ADVENTURE OCEANVIEW STATEROOM (AO) DISCOVERY SUITE (DS)

HORIZON DELUXE STATEROOM (E1) HORIZON STATEROOM (A1/A2)

JOURNEY SUITE (JS) NAVIGATOR SUITE (NS)

VERANDA DELUXE STATEROOM (E2) VERANDA STATEROOM (B1/B2)
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PRICING

25-Aug-2024 to 06-Sep-2024

HORIZON DELUXE STATEROOM
(E1) £15009 GBP pp

JOURNEY SUITE (JS) £20539 GBP pp

NAVIGATOR SUITE (NS) £22515 GBP pp

DISCOVERY SUITE (DS) £20935 GBP pp

VERANDA DELUXE STATEROOM
(E2) £15405 GBP pp

VERANDA STATEROOM (B1/B2) £13429 GBP pp

HORIZON STATEROOM (A1/A2) £13035 GBP pp

ADVENTURE OCEANVIEW
STATEROOM (AO) £10269 GBP pp

ADDITIONAL CHARGES: Port Taxes 600 USD pp


